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MEETING MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 12, 2022 

 
The Trustees of the Municipal Service District held their monthly meeting on Monday, September 
12th at Ponte Vedra Branch Library – FOL Room at 5:30 PM. 
 
TRUSTEES PRESENT 
Al Hollon – Chairman 
Kitty Switkes – Vice Chairman  
Gary Jurenovich - Treasurer 
John Cellucci - absent 
Holly Kartsonis  
Mack McCuller 
Brad Wester  
 
Wayne Flowers – Attorney  
 
Chairman Hollon called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. We will begin with the Pledge of 
Allegiance to the Flag.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
The Board of Trustees meeting minutes from August 8, 2022, were discussed. A motion was made 
to approve the minutes as amended, it was seconded and unanimously carried.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS  
Darby Brower – 220 San Juan Drive – Has a concern about where the water from his house will go.  
Another new home seems to be about one and half foot higher than the other homes. Eddie’s house 
has a french drain that goes to an existing drain and my yard is now flooding. The question is how 
they are they able to build up so high and how it impacts others. Chairman Hollon reported that this 
is an issue and we can discuss this with growth management. Trustee Wester reported that we have 
often used the Pride System and if you have not used it yet, it might be a good idea to get it on the 
record for the county to investigate the drainage problems. Trustee Wester reported that we are 
working on a moratorium for roof drains on the Boulevard where the roof run off has to go 
somewhere besides the road and this might be something we need to do for San Juan.  Trustee 
Wester reported that he should put in a Pride so that it is on the record.  
 
Gail Cooper – 219 San Juan Drive – She handed out photos of the flooding and has contacted the 
county and Commissioner Blocker and has put in Pride complaints.  There is no double yellow or 
sidewalks and San Juan is being neglected.  The parking on San Juan is ridiculous.  Regarding the 
flooding the water is three feet from my foundation.  Ponte Vedra Blvd. gets everything from sand in 
their front yard, sidewalks and having 15 mph zones and San Juan receives nothing.  If my house is 



flooded at least, I am on the record.  Chairman Wester asked if she had put in a Pride complaint.  She 
reported not on this issue but the neighbor has been told that he must put in a retaining wall. There 
are 11 houses on San Juan where there is construction and there is water on the road in front of all 
these houses.   
 
Trustee McCuller reported that the county has a plan to correct the problem on San Juan.  He 
suggested that she call Jason Sparks regarding the drainage problems and call code enforcement 
regarding the lot construction. These problems lead us to having a Jack Pope back in the MSD and 
we are working with the county on getting someone.  
 
Vice Chairman Switkes asked if we should get someone up from the county to look at the drain to 
see if it is blocked. Trustee McCuller reported that he will call Jason tomorrow and ask them to 
address the drain.  
 
Nancy Huang – 217 San Juan Drive – Reported that when she had to build, she had to raise her 
home and the runoff from the home goes to the lagoon in 8-inch pipes and not 4-inch pipes.  She 
came to the meeting to speak about the parking on the street.  When Chairman Hollon came out 
there were 12 trucks on the street and we when we built our house all the trucks were parked in the 
yard and not on the street.  Chairman Hollon reported that the deputies have been monitoring the 
parking on the street situation.  
 
Vice Chairman Switkes has gone to the county and spoke with Jacob Smith and Commissioner 
Blocker to discuss the parking for new construction.  Vice Chairman Switkes reported that she will 
continue working with them about for parking and the drainage.  
 
Chairman Hollon reported that we must move on and have heard your complaints and will address 
them. 
 
TRUSTEE REPORTS 
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT - CHAIRMAN HOLLON 
REPUBLIC / SHERIFF PATROLS AND PAYMENTS 
Chairman Hollon reported that he has contacted Republic about returning the cans to the side door if 
they picked it up from the side door.  Regarding the sheriff last month, they had 256 warning, 61 
citations and 9 parking tickets.  
 
JEA / LANDSCAPE – VICE CHAIRMAN SWITKES 
Vice Chairman Switkes reported that she sent out to everyone the new timeline from JEA and was a 
little disappointed that the paving is not going to happen directly after completion but should begin 
around September 26th.  The JEA bill was good and spoke with them today about transferring the 
Waterbridge meter to our bill and that will begin October 3rd. Reported she met with Peninsular Pest 
and will sign a contract. If we pay them yearly, we will get a 10% discount and she wanted to 
confirm with the board. Attorney Flowers reported that if you have a performance issue it could 
make it difficult to get it addressed. Vice Chairman Switkes reported that they are reputable 
company and she has an account with them. She reported that she had A1A and Corona pine strawed 
today and got a bid from Alex for trimming the trees at Merle’s median and the trees around the 
streetlights.  The bid came in at $1,020 and needs board approval. Trustee Kartsonis made a motion 
to approve the $1,020, it was seconded, and unanimously carried.  
 
Trustee Kartsonis reported that the A1A median looks horrendous.  Vice Chairman Switkes reported 
that she has been working with FDOT on this and county public works has the contract to maintain 
the medians. The median is looking the worst ever and she asked FDOT to remove the thatching 
grass then the county can just mow and go.  FDOT reported that they will consider removing it but if 
they do, they will have to remove all of it.  
 



TREASURER’S REPORT – TREASURER JURENOVICH 
Treasurer Jurenovich reported he e-mailed out the financials and there is nothing new to report.  
Vice Chairman Switkes asked if they are allowed to reach out to new board member about becoming 
Treasurer.  Attorney Flowers reported yes until they are elected which will be in November.  Vice 
Chairman Switkes ask Treasurer Jurenovich if he will have time to work with the new Treasurer, and 
Treasurer Jurenovich reported that he will make time.  Chairman Hollon reported that he has worked 
with a lot of secretaries and Ann is an excellent secretary/bookkeeper and with her the transition will 
run smooth. A motion was made to approve the Treasurer’s report, it was seconded and unanimously 
carried.  
 
CTTF / NEWSLETTER / FLAGS - TRUSTEE CELLUCCI 
Trustee Cellucci is absent tonight but forwarded me his report.  He said that for the CTTF meeting 
on September 12th the newly elected commissioner for District 4, Krista Keating-Joseph is going to 
be their guest and suggest that we invite her to our next meeting. Chairman Hollon reported that he 
congratulated Ms. Keating-Joseph on her win and would like to meet with her and let her know what 
the MSD does.  He asked that all the Trustees to start working on their newsletter article and have 
them completed by the November 14th meeting. The flag project will be completed down to Micklers 
and there will be six miles of flags from the county line to Micklers.  Counting Solana and Corona 
Road there will be 180 flags with 60 at the Inn and Club for a total of 240 flags.  
 
BEACHES ENERGY / WEBSITE - TRUSTEE KARTSONIS 
Trustee Kartsonis reported that the only thing outstanding is the streetlight on Solana and Chairman 
Hollon was going to communicate with him.  Chairman Hollon reported he spoke with his but will 
meet with him with the possibility of blacking out the side towards his house. Trustee Kartsonis 
reported that she has nothing new on the website.  
 
ROAD AND BRIDGE / STREET SIGNS- TRUSTEE MCCULLER 
Trustee McCuller reported that he hopes everyone has seen the new no parking on the Boulevard 
signs. He reported that he only ordered five signs and there actually are six (Pablo Road) and he 
asked the board to approve the additional sign at $520. A motion was made to approve $520 for 
replacement of the old sign, it was seconded and unanimously carried.   
 
BEACH AND SIDEWALK– TRUSTEE WESTER 
Trustee Wester reported that there will be big trucks operating north of Micklers from September 
14th -21st on the beach.  There will be flagmen and cones directing traffic for the FEMA berm 
project. Nothing new on beach access but will discuss the sidewalk that we discussed last time.   
 
Trustee Wester used the FDOT number from San Juan which came to $43 a foot for 392 feet  and 
upped the estimate to $50 a foot and the distance is 400 feet from the county line to Ponte Vedra 
Circle this came to $20,400, $3,500 for survey, $5,000 for design and permitting and a 10% 
contingency and the total estimate is $31,790 which needs to be validated by an actual company to 
give a bid for a 5 foot sidewalk.  Trustee McCuller asked if this is what we the MSD is funding.  
Trustee Wester reported that is correct and he will use the county for any crosswalks that will be 
needed. He reported that he does not have any numbers to be voted on today but will some firm 
estimates/bids. Treasurer Jurenovich asked if he needed a beach access sign and he said he did. We 
are still waiting for JEA to pave and then a traffic calming assessment and a traffic study and then 
we are going to have some public meetings.  Trustee McCuller asked if the sidewalk is going to be 
done in segments and Trustee Wester reported yes. 
 
Trustee Kartsonis asked Trustee Wester to make some code change suggestions regarding the 
drainage off the homes on the Boulevard to go to the ocean and or lagoon.  She thinks if you work 
with Attorney Flowers to start drafting something now than later.  Chairman Hollon reported that 
there was a feasibility study done a few years ago on the Boulevard and have this study updated.  
Trustee McCuller reported that according to Jason Sparks at the county it is in their budget for the 



upcoming year to correct the problem but not a feasibility study. Trustee Kartsonis asked if we 
should do a letter to the county.  Vice Chairman Switkes reported that at 708 they are doing a 
drainage problem on the Boulevard and there is not any standing water in that area and asked 
Trustee McCuller to find out more information about this project. There was discussion about drains 
on Le Master and Morning Side Drives.  
 
ATTORNEY’S REPORT – ATTORNEY FLOWERS 
Attorney Flowers reported that he and Chairman Hollon are meeting with Mike Roberson and Lex 
Taylor from the county attorney’s office to discuss the noise/lighting ordinance next Monday. 
Trustee Kartsonis reported that she heard that the county does not want to support this because they 
cannot enforce it but she wants the rule.  
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
TRAFFIC A1A DISCUSSION 
Vice Chairman Switkes reported that she does not have an update.  
 
JACK POPE POSITION 
Chairman Hollon reported that on August 29th he met with Mike Roberson and Beverly Frazier and 
that Mr. Roberson favors an in house staffer to approve MSD construction. Chairman Hollon 
reported that we want to make sure all the zoning codes are being enforced. Vice Chairman Switkes 
asked Chairman Hollon if he favors an in-house person as the previous discussions was for a part 
time person.  Trustee Kartsonis reported if we go with a full-time person the county is going to use 
that person for other things and believes we should go with the job description and the salary we 
approved and have the position part time. Chairman Hollon reported that we want someone to report 
to the board every quarter and most of these are code enforcement.  Vice Chairman Switkes reported 
that we should no pay for a full-time person and would they go with an MSD employee.  Chairman 
Hollon reported that he will ask Mr. Roberson and/or Ms. Frazier to come up to a meeting to discuss.  
 
CHARTER REVIEW 
Chairman Hollon reported that he asked Attorney Flowers to do some drafting and he e-mailed that 
out. One is for the term limits and the second one is for expenditures for $150,000 or 25% of annual 
budget or whatever is great and the same for the contingency reserve.  Attorney Flowers reviewed 
alternative 1, 2 and 3.  which is 12 consecutive years, stay out, and then serve 12 more consecutive 
years.  Alternative 2 has a 12-year cap with the grandfathering.  Alternative 3 has a 12-year overall 
limit with no grand fathering. Attorney Flowers reported that he received an e-mail from Trustee 
Kartsonis regarding having a total max of 12 years with no more than two consecutive years and if 
you want that it can be written.  The other two provisions are for capital projects lesser of $150,000 
or 25% of the current annual budget and reserves the greater of $200,000 or 25% of the current 
annual budget. Chairman Hollon reported that he thinks alternative 3 will be less confusing with 12-
year overall limit with no grand fathering.  Trustee McCuller reported that he would like the ability 
if people wanted to run for office to have the ability with no cap. There was discussion about 16 
years. Trustee McCuller asked about the board having the authority to elect if there is a vacancy.  
Chairman Hollon reported that he does not think the current administration would go along with this. 
Attorney Flowers would like to bring the language to the budget meeting for approval before we 
send it to the legislature. 
 
CONSTRUCTION PARKING ON SAN JUAN 
Chairman Hollon reported we discussed this. 
 
SOLANA LIGHT AT A1A CONTACT WITH FDOT 
Chairman Hollon reported spoke with an engineer and Solana Road is by far without question the 
fewest number of vehicles at the stop light and can adjust that light for a few extra seconds. The 
board said lunch time. 
 



NEW BUSINESS 
PUBLIC HEARING BUDGET 2022-2023 
Treasurer Jurenovich reviewed the budget that he handed out and the changes made. Chairman 
Hollon reported that he would like to have some speed signs added for the cut through roads and that 
would be $17,000 for one and $34,000 for two.  Chairman Hollon reported that we should hire an 
engineering firm to look at the Boulevard but if Trustee McCuller thinks it is in the county budget 
then we should not spend the money. There was discussion about the Corona to Miranda section.  
Treasurer Jurenovich reported that this is a county road and why would we do this. Treasurer 
Jurenovich reported that is you put the double yellow line on San Juan most people will see the line 
and will not park there.  No one parks on Solana Road where there is a double yellow line. Treasurer 
Jurenovich reported that this has been a problem and will continue to be a problem.  Chairman 
Hollon reported that we are discussing the budget and not parking.  Secretary Jurenovich asked what 
account the additional beach access garbage should be coded.  She was told beautification. Chairman 
Hollon would like the speed limit signs put in the budget for next year and have someone from the 
Sheriff office tell us where they go.  Vice Chairman Switkes asked do we buy them or rent them.  
Chairman Hollon reported that you buy them and Treasurer Jurenovich reported that the six we have 
now are free.  Chairman Hollon reported that we should still budget for it and try to get them for free 
from the county. We should put $34,000 in the budget and we will create a new line item under 
Public Safety. Trustee McCuller asked if we need to break out the sidewalk as separate projects and 
Attorney Flowers reported no. Trustee Kartsonis reported that our streetlights look bad and we will 
have to do our own routine maintenance like sanding and painting and that should be in the budget.  
She suggested $15,000 for 2,000 lights as it will take two people.  Treasurer Jurenovich reported that 
this is an ongoing thing that we could put out a bid.  It was decided to create a new line item called 
Street Light Maintenance under Public Safety for $10,000.  Trustee Kartsonis wanted some money 
put in the budget for a feasibility study.  Chairman Hollon reported that the county is doing this and 
we would be premature to add additional money. Vice Chairman Switkes asked Trustee McCuller if 
he could get a list of what is up for paving in the MSD. Trustee McCuller will ask for the list.   
 
Chairman Hollon asked the secretary what the contingency is with the new items added to the 
budget. With the millage at 0.27 the contingency reserve will be $189,175. A motion was made to 
approve the millage of 0.27, it was seconded and passed with a vote of 5-1, Treasurer Jurenovich 
opposed.  Chairman Hollon made a motion to approve the budget that Treasurer Jurenovich handed 
out with and additional $34,000 for traffic speed signs and $10,000 for street light maintenance 
which leaves a contingency reserve of $189,175.  It was seconded and passed with a vote of 5-1, 
Treasurer Jurenovich opposed.  
 
Attorney Flowers reported that he has made a resolution which will memorialize the budget at 
0.27and will advertise the notice of the budget and tax increase as we are below the roll back rate 
 
KEY DATES 
MSD Final Budget Hearing September 20th at the Ponte Vedra Beach Library at 5:30pm 
County Commissioners meeting September 20th and October 4th  
Next MSD meeting will be October 10th at the Ponte Vedra Beach Library at 5:30pm  
 
ADJOURN 
A motion was made to adjourn; it was seconded and unanimously carried.  
Submitted, Ann Jurenovich, MSD Secretary 
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